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Brighter ChildÂ® Alphabet Flash Cards offer children a fun and easy way to practice their alphabet

skills. The set features 54 cards that help reinforce phonics, uppercase and lowercase letter

recognition, and reading readiness skills. Charming full-color illustrations help to engage children,

and a special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.The

popularÂ Brighter ChildÂ® Flash CardsÂ give children a fun and easy way to practice important

skills. Offering 24 titles encompassing preschool to grade 5, each title focuses on an important

subject including early concepts, math, phonics, and U.S. History. Fun game ideas and learning

suggestions are included to help children build proficiency and confidence. Game cards also allow

children to develop thinking, decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills while playing fun games

at the same time.Select titles are also available in English-Spanish and Spanish-only versions.
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Santa brought our 20-month-old son these cards, as well as Numbers 1 to 26 Flash Cards and First

Words Flash Cards (but we haven't opened those yet). These alphabet cards are colorful and

engaging, but I agree with some of the other reviewers that they tend toward the flimsy side. Our



son really likes to see them, but he also really likes to *handle* them (which means, inevitably,

folding them or otherwise expressing his delight through destruction). I think the best feature is that

the set is so dang cheap that if they get folded or mutilated I won't sweat it. And less stress for me

means less stress for him.

I got these flash cards for my son who is 22 months old. Just to start a little fun, educational practice

if he is into it. These flash cards have the uppercase and lowercase letters, each on different cards

but with the same picture.The pictures are colorful and cute with the upper or lower case letter at the

top in a bold, black print. (Please see pictures below!) The cards are printed on a glossy card stock

that is of a good quality.These are a great, educational tool and I'm very happy with my purchase! I

also ordered the "My first words" and "My first shapes and colors" from the same seller and am

equally excited with my purchase!

A friend recommended these Brighter Cards. I ordered several different card sets (shapes, letters,

numbers, words, etc) and have been working them with my 2 year old. He likes the cards and the

colors/ pictures on them. He also enjoys putting each card back in the box after we're done with

it.All in all I think these are a good learning tool. And I love the low price!!!!My only complaint is that

the cards are a bit on the thin side.....and when considering that toddlers will be handeling them,

they should be thicker to ensure durability and longevity.

I purchased these for my 2 year old son as I wanna start teaching him early as I can! They are

made sturdy so they are not easily destructible! These would make for a great gift also or a stocking

stuffer! I purchase all 3, Color & Shapes, Alphabet, & First Words. I'm a leash noticing a huge

improvement in his learning capabilities. Flash cards are a great learning technique! Highly

recommend these!

These flash cards are great for the price. They are flimsy and easily bent, so you have to control

them but they are still helping my 18-month old daughter.Because there is both the lower and upper

case with the same pictures, I've started her with matching pictures out of a group with them. It's a

second way to use them as a learning tool.

Toddler daughter loves these cards. I separated out the lower case to save for when she's older.

The pictures are appropriate for toddlers. The cards are not very durable, suggest supervision with



toddlers.

I love teaching my son things using flash cards. It's such a simple, yet fun and effective way to get

him talking more. They are easy to read, and the pictures are vibrant, and cute. I can also lay them

around my son and get him to tell me which is which, strengthening his thinking abilities. I have all of

the other flash card sets made by the same company and they work positively well. I highly

recommend this.

These are perfect for my 4 year old who is starting to learn the alphabet. They are resonably priced

and if he ends up ripping, chewing, or otherwise somehow destroying a few cards I won't feel too

upset about it since they didn't cost too much. The pictures are great and they even include a few

ideas for possible learning games. They include a card for lower case and upper case of each letter

as well.
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